Names are spelled as they appeared in the voter list.

Benson, John T.     17
Callister, James M.  14
Champlin,           12
Garrigus, Timothy   6
Johnson, John       4
Johnson, Robert     3
Jones, James        15
Owen, Pleasant      18
Owen, Thurman B.    16
Palmer, James       10
Palmer, Nathaniel   13
Packard, Garrison B. 11
Pierson, Isaac B.   5
Pomroy, G.          2
Sherland, James     9
Shroeder, Robert    21
Snider, Adam        23
St. John, Asa       24
Stilson, Seymour    1
Thompson, Charles    8
Thompson, John      20
Vinage, Alford      22
Vinage, David       7
Vinage, George      19